
Product Name Disposable coverall
Intended use This disposable coverall  is designed for Hospital,Household,Emergency,Car

industry,Waste management,Gardening,Pharmaceutical,Food
processing,Painting,Outing,biological chemical hazard, lab, rescue
and relief,Mining,Oil and gas

Instruction for use Donning
1)Choose your correct size. Ensure that the product is suitable for the application.
 2)take out the coverall,Unfold the coverall carefully
Check your coverall for any defects such as holes or tears and replace if damaged.
3)Move to an area away from contamination and workplace hazards.
Ensure you have all your personal protective equipment within easy reach.
In a sitting position, remove footwear, bulky clothing, jewelry and anything else that may
interfere with your PPE or pose a safety risk.
4) Putting the coverall on
Without footwear, carefully insert your leg into the coverall by pointing your foot and
carefully guiding it through the ankle opening. Repeat with another leg and then pull the
coverall to your waist.Carefully insert your arms to the sleeves.
5) Roll up the legs of the coverall and put on your footwear, then roll the legs of the
coverall back down to fully cover the lower leg and ankle
Pull the hood over head,Slowly pull the zip from bottom to top and all the way up to the
chin.
Doffing
1) Remove as much contamination as possible from your coveralls .
2) Move to a designated area away from contamination and workplace hazards.
Ensure that you are within easy reach of the appropriate disposal facilities.
Ensure you have someone or something to hold on for stability.
3)starting at the hood, pull the coverall down and step out of it.
removing the top part of the body and arms by rolling it down and inverting the sleeves.
roll down the coverall and step out.

code OH-5000 size L
model Coverall with hood, double-sided tape over the entire flap. Elastic hood and ankles, cut

and sewn seams,white color
 

Material  60% Polypropylene + 40% Polyetylene, 55 ±3% gsm,  
Certificate Type5 6,EN ISO 13688:2013 ,EN ISO 13982-1:2004 +A1:2010,

EN 13034:2005 +A1:2009 ,EN 14325:2004
FDA,ISO12385

Packing 10 pcs  in a poly bag, 50 pcs/Carton,
Carton size:50 *30*50cm
Loading qty:18000pcs in 1*20GP ,45000pcs in 1*40HQ

Shelf life 3years



    




